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Urban beekeeper

Vendors

Community user

SCHEMATIC

Idenﬁtier apps

Individual user

Database

City oﬃcial

Pollinators

Experts and scientist

Shared functions

Subcontractors

Easy
onboarding,
personalized
approach
to biodiversity

Closer bond
with nature

Creating a
more
biodiverse
city with a
sense of place

Correctly
managed
public
greenspaces

Learning about
biodiversity
and pollinators
from experts

Events,
workshops,
sharing

Forming tighter
bonds with the
community and
members of
BioTa

Recognizing
the status of
pollinators as
agents

Recognition
as agents

Increase
in habitat
and
forage

Users comanaging
BioTa

Receiving
accurate
estimates
on biodiversity
level of the city

Increasing
volume of
biodiverse
greenspaces

Feeling proud
about their
accomplishments and that
their actions
matter

Contributing to
overall
biodiversity,
wellbeing and
pollinator
protection

Joy, aesthetic
pleasure from
a diverse
environment

Increase in
awareness

Added value

External partners

SHARED VALUES
Increase in
biodiversity
and pollinator
protection
through
incentivizing

Collectively
manage an
UGS (group
eﬀort)

Aquire a new
and positive
hobby

Clear work
orders and
maintenance
schedules, less
room for
mistakes

Write and
publish
scientiﬁc
articles based
on data from
BioTa

Receive data
from citizen
science and
UGS for
scientiﬁc work

Smoother
cooperation
with subcontractors

Increase in
customers
(local people,
eateries and
shops)

Higher
acceptance
and
understaning
of urban
beekeeping

Higher value
for urban
honey

More options
for locations
for apiaries
with ample
forage for bees

Increase in
customer base
and income

New business
opportunities
(demand for
local plants
and seeds)

External partner

Individual
user

Users

Ouput

Receive
personalized
plans and
suggestions
for UGS
management

Receive
subsidies

Application
layer
Input

Enter, link and
edit UGS

Order seeds
and plants
from vendors

Identiﬁed
species added
to proﬁle

Request
personalized
plans and
suggestions for
UGS
management

Community
member

Receive
seeds and
plants from
vendors

Enter citizen
science data:
pollinator, bird,
animal
sightings

UGS
assessment
reports

Apply for
subsidies

Communicate and
socialize
with other
users

Process and
grant
subsidies

Use apps to
identify plants
and animals

Receive
applications
for subsidies

UGS database

Personalized
UGS management
plan

BioTa
algorithm

Receive a
Tallinn
biodiversity
map

Enter, edit
and link
public UGS,
insert subcontractor
data

Pollination
and other
ecosystem
services

Receive a
maintenance
schedule for
the USGs

Communicate
with the city
oﬃcials and
experts

Collect citizen
science data
ofr scientiﬁc
work and
planning

Collect data
on species in
UGS with
geotags

List of
suggested
plant species

Suggestions
for increasing
biodiversity,

Greenspace
management
suggestions from
experts

Communicatio
n with
members, City
and subcontractors

Plants already
growing in the UGS
(with geotag)

Recommended
plants

compared with

Plants and
pollinators favoured
by the user

based on ﬂowering times
and personal preferences

BioTa
recommendation
engine

Assessment
of UGS

List of plants and
other species from
eElurikkus and EELIS
databases (with a
geotag)

list of suggested
plants (provided
by experts)

Plant recommendation engine (content based ﬁltering)
Personal plan algorithm

Inspect
potential
locations for
hives and best
foraging areas

External
partners
Identiﬁer
matches

Sale of plants
and seeds

Ouput

Input

Enter data
about UGS

External databases
Maps (incl. Geoportal,
Greenmeter)

Vendors
selling seeds
and plants

Urban
beekeepers

with

Data from Tallinn
municipal
databases (public
UGSs; ﬁnancial
information, etc)

Details about the UGS
entered by the user
(address, size, poperty
type, soil type, existing
plants, sunlight
direction, birds and
animals seen)

Communicate
with
members,
experts and
subcontractors

Subcontractors

red
pa
com

Data layer

Forum, blog
(communication)
database

Pollinators

City oﬃcials

Experts,
scientists

Enter apiaries
and hives into
the system

List of plants
and seeds in
the inventory

Queries from
users

External data
services

Plant and seed
orders
(external
vendors)

External
identiﬁer app
databases

Appendix No 2:
Piret lives in a private house with a medium-sized garden in Tallinn, Nõmme district. The
garden has some ﬂower beds, a few large trees and a hedge. She likes gardening but is
not too educated about it. She has a young family and has recently started to care more
about sustainability and environmental issues. Piret has heard about biodiversity and
wants to learn and contribute more and create a better urban environment for her family
and neighbourhood.

INDIVIDUAL USER:
JOURNEY MAP

TIMELINE

before joining
Biota
one week later, for an hour

CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
STEPS

Tends to the
garden, plants
ﬂowers, mows the
lawn regularly

Reads a post
from BioTa
blog, later
sees an UGS
with BioTa
sign

Awareness

Registers,
enters as
many UGS
details as she
she knows

Looks at
connections,
closest UGS,
browses other
sections, reads
about subsidy

next day, for an hour

Takes a walk
in the UGS,
tries to
identify as
many plants
as possible

Uses identiﬁer
apps to
identify
plants, etc.

30 min

next day, 1 h

Adds
identiﬁed
species to
BioTa proﬁle

Uses ﬂowering
calendar and
plant list
generator to see
the gaps,
chooses her
favourites

Risks

Branded
signage creates
awareness and
helps to validate
the inititative

Fills in the form
for receiving a
subsidy
Includes the
plan created by
BioTa

two weeks

Receives a
notiﬁcation
that the
subsidy has
been granted

one week

Uses the subsidy
to buy seeds and
plants from the
vendors, orders
a BioTa sign

one week later, two days

Sows and
plants, follows
suggestions
from the web
and experts

Installs the
BioTa sign at
the garden

frequently

Posts
questions into
the BioTa
Forum,
socializes

Partakes in
citizen science:
registers
pollinators, bird
and animal
sightings

one week

Shares her
progress in
the forum and
social media

Receives a
request from
an urban
beekeeper to
host hives in
her UGS

Accepts the
request, sends
notiﬁcation to
the beekeeper

15 min

Adds hives
into her
garden and
UGS proﬁle in
BioTa

Hosting an
apiary

Engaging

week later

Asks
neighbours to
join BioTa and
linking the
UGSs. Shares
link

month later

Links her UGS
to
neighbouring
UGS

Building a network

frequently

next summer 2-3 weeks

Receives a
notiﬁcation
about yearly
UGS
assessment

Visit from an
expert
assessing the
UGS

Receives
assessment
results and
updated plan

Assessment

Participates in
BioTa
workshops,
communicates
and shares with
other BioTa
members

annually

Participates in
planning the
action plan
for next year

Examines Tallinn
biodiversity map
created by data
from BioTa
users (and
experts)

Co-management

Easy
onboarding,
personalized
approach
to biodiversity

Continues to
follow biodiversity
and pollinator
ptotection best
practices and stays
an active member
of BioTa

Continuing with
urban biodiversity
protection

Flowering
calendar
BioTa
registration
form
BioTa UGS
proﬁle

Beneﬁts

Receives the plan
with a list of
suggested plants
and link to
vendor's e-shop

next day, 30 min

Using main features
and beneﬁts

Editing and
adding

BioTa sign

Blog

next day, for 30 min

Fills in and
submits the
form for
requesting a
personalized
plan for UGS

Web, social
BioTa user
interface and
web

Identiﬁer
apps

BioTa
interface

Recommendation
engine

Recommendation engine
and algorithm
provide
personalisation

Not
understanding
or following
the suggestions

BioTa
interface

Algorithm

BioTa
interface

Subsidy acts as
a strong
incentive

Delays in
processing the
application or
depletion of
funds

Vendor's eshop

Servitization
makes
local plants and
seeds
attainable.
Branding helps
to advertise the
initiative

BioTa web

Signage

BioTa web

Forum and
social

Learning about
biodiversity and
pollinators from
experts

Acquiring a
new and
positive hobby

Not liking the
social scene and
members

Biota
interface

UGS proﬁle

Beestings or
allergies

Biota
interface

Feeling proud
about your
accomplishments. Feel
that your
actions matter

UGS proﬁle

Biota
interface

Web ,
interface,
social

UGS proﬁle

Forming tighter
bonds with the
community and
members of
BioTa

Users comanaging
BioTa

Web,
map
interface

Contributing to
overall
biodiversity,
wellbeing and
pollinator
protection

Giving up

All BioTa
resources

Understanding
the importance
and role of
pollinators

Joy, aesthetic
pleasure from
a diverse
environment

Not liking
the aesthetic

Appendix No 3:
CITY OFFICIAL:
JOURNEY MAP

Krista works for Tallinn City. She is part of a small team whose job is to coordinate BioTa's
workﬂow from the City's perspective: look over applications and submissions, facilitate
cooperation between the City, subcontractors, experts, individual and community
members, arrange worskhops, assessment and planning.
She likes the fact that her work carries a meaning and she can contribute to making her
hometown a more biodiverse place.

TIMELINE

CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
STEPS

1-2 weeks

regularly

Commissions a
blog article and
posts it on
BioTa. Shares it
on social media

Curates and
manages BioTa
branding (signs,
seed mixes,
ads, etc)

Enters a new
UGS (a
roadside) into
BioTa, assigns
a subcontractor
to it

next week, over several days

Views UGS on
map, its
connections,
current
management
schedule

Checks the
protected
species and
pollinator list
of the UGS

Editing and
adding / Building a network

Awareness

Social media

Signage

Blog

Seed packets

Beneﬁts

Risks

2 weeks, for one hour

Uses BioTa plan
generator,
discusses results
with expert for a
best scenario and
managament
options

Sends
subcontractor a
notiﬁcation about
the commision of a
new UGS and
assigns permission
to edit and view
UGS

Receives a
management
schedule and
suggestions for the
UGS compiled by
the algorithm and
supplemented by
an expert

Examines and
shares the
schedule with
the
subcontractor,
requests Biota
sign for the UGS

Using BioTa's main
features
and beneﬁts

two weeks, over several days

Receives an
application for a
subsidy from a
new BioTa
member
(apartment
association)

Looks through
the application,
consults with
experts and
relevant
counterparts

BioTa
interface for
the City

Increasing the
volume of
biodiverse
greenspaces

UGS proﬁle

Incorporating
habitats for
pollinators to
public
greenspaces

BioTa
interface

Expert help close
at hand

on a regular basis

month after registration

Allocates the
grant from the
"Green Yard"
("Hoovid korda")
project
(connected to
BioTa)

Follows up on
the UGS
registered a
month ago

Follows up on
other public UGS,
communicates
with
subcontractors
and other
counterparts from
the City

Regularly checks
on
subcontractors
and
communicates
with them and
experts

Following up on
UGSs

Subsidizing

within a week

Receives a
request from an
urban
beekeeper to
house hives in a
public UGS

Processes the
application,
consults with
subcontractor
and expert

BioTa
interface

BioTa
interface

BioTa
interface

BioTa
interface:
requests

BioTa
interface

City
database
connected to
BioTa

Adding
greenspaces and
sharing
information with
subcontractors
made easy

Processing
applications
made easy

Integrating BioTa
with already
existing systems
for better results

Contractors not
following
the suggestions

Time delays
in processing

Depletion of
funds, budget
cuts

BioTa
interface

Hosting an
apiary

Plans yearly UGS
assessment
schedule
together with
experts and UGS
owners
stakeholders

Sends
notiﬁcations
about
upcoming
assessments

Starts with an
action plan
and budget
for the next
year

Engages with
experts and
other BioTa
members,
reports to the
City

Assessment

BioTa
interface

BioTa
interface

UGS proﬁle

UGS proﬁle

Biota
interface

UGS proﬁles
BioTa database

Integrating BioTa
with already
existing systems
for better results

annually

1-2 months

Accepts the
application,
sends notiﬁcation
to applicant and
subcontractor
managing the
UGS

BioTa
interface

Algorithm

Web

Vendor list

Requests an
expert to assess
the current
biodiversity
level in the UGS

Citizens
complaining
about bees

Regular
assessments
provide a good
overview of the
situation

Time delays
due to
scheduling
conﬂicts

Organizes BioTa
workshops,
communicates
and shares with
other BioTa
members

Prepares the
action plan
for next year

Examines Tallinn
biodiversity map
created by data
collected from
BioTa

Continuing with
urban biodiversity
protection

Co-management

Biota
interface,
social

Heavy workload
for summer
months

Biota
interface

BioTa database

Access for
relevant data
made easy

Web,
interfaces,
ocial

Web,
interface,
social

Web ,
map
interface

Disagreements
on future
course of
actions

Forming tighter
bonds with the
community and
members of
BioTa

Receive accurate
estimates
on biodiversity
level of the city

Change in
management
and leadership

Continues her
work on
increasing
biodiversity in
the City

Budget cuts

BioTa
resources

Contributing to
overall
biodiversity,
wellbeing and
pollinator
protection

Appendix No 4:
Diana is a biologist and advocate for biodiversity, and has written scientiﬁc and
educational articles on the topic. She works for BioTa (together with a group of other
experts). She contributes to producing content for the web, add suggestions and other
data to BioTa database, participates in workshops and meetings and carries out
assessments. She likes the fact that she can educate the general public on the topic of
biodiversity and pollinators and has a voice in the in the decision-making process.

EXPERT:
JOURNEY MAP

Produces
content for
BioTa blog and
web

Awareness

Reviews and adds
biodiveristy and
pollinator data
and suggestions
to BioTa
database

Updates BioTa
ﬂowering
calendar by
adding new plant
species into the
list of options

Oversees the
creation of BioTa
seed mixes

regularly

two weeks

annually

regularly

TIMELINE

CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
STEPS

Receives a
notiﬁcation from
a city oﬃcial to
assess a new
public UGS
entered into
BioTa network

After assessment,
enters the
information into
BioTa, suggests a
managament plan
for it

Creates and
shares the
improved plan
(based on
algorithm) with
users linked to the
UGS (City oﬃcial)

Follows up on
other public UGS,
communicates
with
subcontractors
and City oﬃcials

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa blog

BioTa
database

Writes and
publishes a
scientiﬁc article
based on the
data

Scientiﬁc
research

Contributing to BioTa
main features

BioTa expert
interface

Analyses citizen
science data

Uses data from
citizen science
projects and
UGSs for
scientiﬁc
purposes

BioTa expert
interface

Seed mixes

UGS proﬁle

BioTa expert
interface
BioTa expert
interface

BioTa
database

Other involved
parties reject
the suggestions

UGS not
properly
managed

Receives a
request
forwarded from
City oﬃcial to
establishing an
apiary in a public
UGS

Assesses the
situation, gives
consent

Hosting an
apiary

BioTa
database

BioTa
database

Scientiﬁc
journal

Plans yearly UGS
assessment
schedule
together with
City oﬃcial and
UGS owners

Carries out
assessments

UGS proﬁle

Professionally
curated content

Providing
expertise

Increasing the
volume of
biodiverse
greenspaces

New data source

Time constraints

Speaks at
seminars and
events for
BioTa users

annually
Works with
Tallinn
biodiversity
map and input
for future
predictions

Composes
material for
next years
plan, reports to
the City

Partakes in
annual
planning
events

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa
database

BioTa
database

Social
features

BioTa
database

BioTa
database

Social
features

Educating the
general public,
spreading the
word about the
importance of
pollinators

Generate
accurate
estimates
on the
biodiversity level
of the city

Scheduling
conﬂicts, heavy
workload during
summer

Continues work
on supporting
biodiversity and
pollinators in the
urban
environment

Continuing with
urban biodiversity
protection

Co-management

BioTa expert
interface

Beneﬁts

Risks

Harvests and
shares data
from
assessments

Assessment

BioTa expert
interface

BioTa expert
interface

regularly

1-2 months

one week

annually

Curates citizen
science
projects

Possibility to
partake in
decision-making

Disagreements
on future
course of
actions

BioTa
resources

Contributes to
overall
biodiversity,
wellbeing and
pollinator
protection

Appendix No 5
SERVICE BLUEPRINT MAP

MEASURES

TIME

Time to create
awareness

BIOTA
(indiv.)USER
JOURNEY

Reads a post
from BioTa
blog, later
sees an UGS
with BioTa
sign

Registers, enters
as many UGS
details as she
she knows: size,
plants, soil type,
sunlight
direction

Time to edit
UGS proﬁle

next day, for 1-2 hrs

BioTa website

BioTa website,
signage,
social media

Tends to the
garden, plants
ﬂowers, mows the
lawn regularly

Time spent in
UGS

week later, for 1 hour

before joining
Biota

EVIDENCE

Time to register
and browse
around

Looks at
connections,
closest UGS,
browses other
sections, reads
about subsidy

Takes a walk
in the UGS,
tries to
identify as
many plants
as possible

30 min

Time to plan
garden

next day, 1 hour

Time spent on
submission

next day, 30 min

External
identiﬁer apps

Uses identiﬁer
apps to
identify
plants, etc.

Personal plan

Time to apply

next day, 30 min

Decision

two weeks

Biota website

Adds
identiﬁed
species to
BioTa proﬁle

Uses ﬂowering
calendar and
plant list
generator to see
the gaps,
chooses her
favourites

Fills in and
submits the
form for
requesting a
personalized
plan for UGS

Receives plan
(suggestions with
a list of
proposed plants)
and a link to
vendor's e-shop

Time to
purchase

week later

Vendor's e-shop

Fills in the form
for receiving a
subsidy for
increasing
biodiversity.
Includes the plan
created by BioTa

Receives a
notiﬁcation
that the
subsidy has
been granted

Uses the subsidy
to buy suggested
seeds and plants
from the
vendors, orders
a BioTa sign

Time spent on
citizen science,
socializing,
posting

Time spent
in UGS

week later, 2 days

BioTa website

Sows and
plants, follows
suggestions
from the web
and experts

BioTa sign

Installs the
Biota sign at
the garden

frequently

BioTa website

Posts
questions into
the BioTa
Forum,
socializes

Partakes in
citizen science:
registers
pollinators, bird
and animal
sightings

Time spent to
enter
information

Decision

one week

Social media

Shares her
progress in
the forum and
in social
media

15 min

Time spent to
share
information

Decision

week later

month later

BioTa website

Receives a
request from
an urban
beekeeper to
house hives in
her UGS

Accepts the
request, sends
notiﬁcation to
the beekeeper

Adds hives
into her UGS
proﬁle in BioTa

Time for
assessment

next summer, 2-3 weeks

BioTa website

Talks to
neighbours on
joining BioTa
and linking the
UGSs. Shares
link

Links her UGS
to
neighbouring
UGS

Receives a
notiﬁcation
about yearly
UGS
assessment

UGS

Visit from an
expert
assessing the
UGS , update
in personal
plan

BioTa website,
assessment report

Receives a
assessment
resultsand
further
suggestions

Time to
participate in
events

Time to
participate in
co-planning

frequently

annually

Biota website,
meetings

Participates in
Biota workshops,
communicates
and shares with
other BioTa
members

Participates in
planning the
action plan for
next year

Time to
examine map

1h

BioTa website

Examines Tallinn
biodiversity map
created by data
from BioTa users
(and experts)

Meets
members,
socializes,
learns

Meets
members,
holds
discussions

Assessment
report

Social
interface

Social
interface

BioTa map

Oversees
plans for
assessment

Organizes and
curates
events

Prepares
materials,
organizes
meetups

Adds
comments
and
information

BioTa
database
(City admin.)

BioTa
databases
(UGS, citizen
science,
species lists)

Carries out
assessment
LINE OF
INTERACTION

E-Shop
support (chat)

Support (chat)

FRONTSTAGE

TECHNOLOGY

Biota website,
digital ads

Registration
form

Posts blog
article,
creates and
uploads ads

Checks and
validates
registration
information

BioTa website

Identiﬁer
apps
connected to
BioTa

User proﬁle

BioTa
ﬂowering
calendar
generator

Form for
personal plan

Generated
plan

Form for
subsidy

Notiﬁcation
system

Vendor eshop

BioTa web:
tips, tasks,
social

Forum

Citizen
science
interface

Moderate
forum, create
content

Curates
citizen science
projects

BioTa
database
(social)

BioTa
database

BioTa user
proﬁle; gallery

User proﬁle,
notiﬁcation
system

Biota
notiﬁcation
system

Biota user
proﬁle

Biota user
proﬁle

Notiﬁcation
system

User proﬁle,
updated
personal plan

LINE OF
VISIBILITY

Updates
suggested
plan list

Processes
application

Vendor
processes
order

Algorithm
creating
personal plan

BioTa
database (City
admin. side)

Order
database

Expert's input

Accounting

Checks and
validate
registrations
information

collects data

BACKSTAGE
ACTIONS

LINE OF
INTERNAL
INTERACTION

Online chat
system
BioTa
database
(social)

SUPPORT
PROCESSES

Map data
from
Geoportal and
Rohemeeter
databases

Connection
between
BioTa and
external apps

Biota
database
(species)

BioTa
database

Biota
database
(City admin.)

Biota
database

BioTa
database
(social)

BioTa
database
(social)

BioTa
database
(social)

BioTa
database

BioTa
database

Map data
from
Geoportal and
Rohemeeter
databases
Urban beekeeper

Community member

City Oﬃcial

Expert

Actions by the individual user aﬀecting pollinators

data from
eElurikkus
and EELIS
databases

Biota
database

Map data
from
Geoportal
application

Biota
databased
(City admin.)

BioTa
database
(City admin.)

BioTa
database
(City admin.)

All BioTa
resources

Continues
following urban
biodiversity best
practices and is an
active member of
BioTa

Individual and community users
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Front page

Sign up

BioTa information
architecture

Pop-Up

Log-in

Onboarding

Ok

Cancel

City oﬃcial

Subcontractor

Overview

Social
My page

General view

Search

Select

My Green Areas
Add Green Area
based on data model and
Google Appsheets app
prototype

Edit and link
Green Area

Blog

Green Area
Database

Map

Hi!

Action
plan
File
Edit

View

Help

Suggestions

Forum
View Green Area

Tallinn Urban
Biodiversity Initiative

What is biodiversity?

Our green spaces

Resources and guides

Request a personal plan

Log in

#biodiverse
Tallinn

WHY?

“You can have any
future you want, so
long as it’s sustainable”

Join

Peter Stebbing, designer
Help to make Tallinn a biodoverse home for us all!

TAKE ACTION

Learn

Workshops

Ask for advice

Share

Shop

How to turn you garden into a
biodiverse home for all

Find out about upcoming events

Learn from our members or
request help from experts

Share your story

Buy BioTa approved
seeds and plants

Biodiversity
is a matter
of life
Take action

BioTa in numbers

34 private gardens
are already supporting biodiversity
and pollinators daily.

7 parks
have helped to make BioTa the largest
biodiversity network in the Baltics

10 km of roadsides
are now blooming with nectarous
plants and teeming with life

38 protected species
Where found this summer in BioTa
green spaces

Hi, Piret
Log out

BioTa flowering calendar helps to choose the
right plants for your green space in order to
provide continuous flowering from spring to
autumn.

Filter plants..

Show my favourites

Based on your existing plant
list and favourites

Large-Cupped Daffodil (Narcissus)
Jan

Search

Feb

March

Apr

BIOTA SUGGESTS:

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Blood Iris (Iris sanguinea)
Jan

Feb

March

Apr

Rose
Jan

Crocus

Feb

March

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Crocuses are one of the
ﬁrst pollen sources
available to bees in early
to mid spring

Heath (Erika)
Jan

Feb

March

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Read more

Add

Tulip (Tulipa)
Jan

Feb

March

Apr

May

SAVE LIST

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

GENERATE NEW

Nov

Dec

Enter your greenspace
Into BioTa biodiversity network

AREA SIZE

Hi, Piret
My proﬁle

Required Field

PROPERTY TYPE
PRIVATE

COMMUNAL

PUBLIC

USER
FULL NAME

Required Field

AREA TYPE

Garden
Park
Roadside
SOIL TYPE
Select…
Calcvareous
Limestone rendzina
Alluvial

SUN DIRECTION

VEGETATION TYPE

DISTRICT

ADDRESS

BioTa helps you to

MOWING SCHEDULE

create a biodiversity

PLANTS

action-plan for your

BIRDS

Submit

garden
Read more

Create plan

